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JUNE, 1983

Our Thanks ...
This issue marks thl' t•nd of our sixtl'l'nth
year of publilation and the end of my first
year of editorship.
Wl' are gr,1tl'ful for thl' many w,1ys you
have shown your interest and support : for
your prayers, for your suggestions for
making Mission a bl'tll'r journal, for sh.uing
Mission and soliciting subscriptions, for
your financial help, for letting us know
when you disagree with an article or when
we've made a difference, ,md just for being
faithful readers . Some of you have read
every issue, beginning with Voluml' 1,
Number 1, th,1t appeared in July of 1967. In
that issue the basic goals and purposes of
Mission were set forth, and although
Mission has changed many items in its rnncerns - berause the world and the churrh
have changed - I believe that we have
remained
faithful
to
our
origin,11
commitments:
To exp/ore thoroughly the Scriptures and their meaning . . . To
understand as fully as possible the
world in which the church lives
and has her mission . . . To provide a vehicle for communicating
the meaning of God's Word to our
contemporary world .

The world, the church, and the individual
Christian are faced today with overwhelming problems and struggles. Mission would
speak a word of faith, a word of meaning, a
word of helpfulness, a word of challenge,
and a word of comfort and love into the
midst of life as it is. The only vision we have
to hold before you is of a man on a cross
and what a cross-shaped life ran mean for
the now and for the future; and it is not
often a pretty picture. Mission is a journal
with a mission, and we try to keep ourselves
properly focused. When you think we're off
track, we'd like to know about it.
Personally I have appreciated your warm
responses to the journal through this year
just past. I always welcome critique, suggestions, articles, personal reactions to
articles, and certainly your prayers. Please
keep in touch during this next journal year
and speak to your friends about Mission.

- Bobbie lee Holley

"TO EXPLORE THOROUCHL Y THE SCRIPTURES AND
THEIR
MEANING . ..
TO UNDERSTAND AS FULLY AS POSSIBLE THE
WORLD IN WHICH THE CHURCH LIVES AND HAS HER MISSION
.. . TO PROVIDE A VEHICLE FOR COMMUNICATING
THE MEANING
OF COD'S WORD TO OUR CONTEMPORARY WORLD."
- EDITORIAL POLICY STATEMENT, JULY, 7967
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Limitationsand Constraints:
The Life Of A
SouthAfrican Christian

Editor's Note:
In the fall of 1981 Esli ne Shuenyane and her two son s
Kay and Wanda came from Johanne sburg , Republi c
of South Afr ica, to the Un iversity of North Caro li na in
Chape l H ill . Her hu sband Windsor and two older
sons l tume leng and Tshepo remained in Johannesburg . Esline enro ll ed in th e Schoo l of Pub li c Hea lth,
and during her stay attended the Chape l H ill Church
of Chr ist. At the end of her time here, Mission's

Editor, Bobbie lee Holley, interviewed her.

H: Esline, tell us about your family and where
you live.
S: I am married with four son s: ltumeleng (19),
Tshepo (16), Kay (12) and Wanda (9). I live in a Black
ghetto called Soweto which is situated to the west of
Johannesburg. It has a population of app roxi mately
1.5 million persons. There are eight basic ethnic
groups living in the area; each group is allocated
its own residenti al area with its own schoo ls.
Children move alon g on the ethnic stream from preschool through co llege.
H: You have been in this country for a year. Why
did you come? Why a graduate degree?
S: I came to this country to acquire skil ls.
Obtaining a degree is secondary.
H: Are there other Black women in Johannesburg
with such training?

S: I wi ll be the first Black woman in Johannesburg
with a Master's Degree in Public Health .
H: Can you tell us something of your work in
Johannesburg. What are your plans for the future?
S: I am employed by the University of Witwaters rand, a White university in Johannesburg, in the departments of Commun ity Pediatrics and Primary
Hea lth Care, where my roles are teaching and
community development.
H: Isn't it unusual for a Black African to be
teaching in the White hospital? Do your colleagues
accept you as an equal? Do you go to lunch
together or socialize in other ways? Have there
been any unpleasant incidents? Could you invite
your White colleagues to your home in the evening?
S: I am the only Black teaching in the medical
school and I have several racially related problems.
There are three teaching hospitals serving the medical school. I have freedom to go to the wards and
canteens in the hospitals for Blacks and Coloreds.
In the White hospit al I am "only tolerated" in the
auditorium and the corridors but not in th e wards or
in the cantee n. I had a painful exper ience of being
singled out from my co lleagues and requested to
produce my hospital identification card with the
explanation that this was "beca use only people who
are above board are allowe d in here." I was
humiliated and determined never to eat in the
canteen again. My co lleagues, also embarrassed by
the incident, decided not to have their meals there
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either, but to bring lunch from home. We now have
lunch together in our office.
Because of the Group Areas Act, the various racial
groups (Whites, Coloreds, Indians, and Blacks) live
in their respective areas. White people who wish to
visit Soweto are required to obtain a permit from the
Department of Cooperation and Development.
With the permit they may remain in the Black township from 8 a.m. until 4 p.m. and must specify their
reasons for the visit.

H: Tell us more about your life there.
S: If you are a Black living in Johannesburg, you
have nowhere else to live but in Soweto. There is no
freedom of movement. At the age of sixteen, every
Black person is issued a reference book that controls
his or her every movement in the country. There are
about 300 laws designed to control Black people.
The environment in Soweto is far from being conducive to the healthy upbringing of children.
Recreational facilities are limited, with soccer being
the major source of recreation. Education is not free
and not compulsory for Blacks - thus a high school
dropout rate. Unemployment is a major problem
and thus there is a high crime rate. The chief of
police once said, "This was a very quiet weekend in
Soweto; only seventeen people were murdered."
The homes are overcrowded because families are
large (often as many as ten members), and the
homes provided by the Municipality are small (with
one or two bedrooms). It is not unusual for all the
rooms in the house to be converted into bedrooms
at night. Very few homes have electricity and bathroom facilities. The majority of people have toilets in
the backyard about six to eight yards from the house
- very unsafe at night.

H: If I came to visit you, could I stay with you?
Under what conditions could we see each other?
S: No White person may stay in Soweto. As I
indicated, visits are allowed during the day; and permission must be obtained from the administrative
offices. It is easier to meet with your White friends in
town. Five-star hotels have permission to accommodate all racial groups. Restaurants obtain special permission to cater for Blacks.

H: What about your sons - their education and
future?
S: In order to avoid Bantu education which is
designed for Blacks (obviously inferior), I sent my
children to private schools. This presents problems,
as acceptance by local children is difficult - they
have little in common. This is sad and may prove to
be dangerous in the future.

H: Your two younger sons, Kay and Wanda, have
been here with you. Do you think they will have
difficulties when they get home?
S: Kay and Wanda will definitely have adjustment
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problems when they get back home. I will have the
responsibility of protecting them from a "reverse
culture shock."

H: Do you see any hope for change in your
country? What role do you think the United States
should play in that change? What would you like
the attitude of the United States to be?
S: I do not see just what could bring about change
in my country. The political machinery is designed
to perpetuate the system - poor education, no skills
provided, no compulsory education, limited recreational facilities.
I believe that the United States like many other
countries cou Id pressure South Africa to change. I
would like the United States to help the disadvantaged and not to take sides with the oppressor
as she seems to do with almost all countries faced
with problems.

H: Have you or your sons had any negative
experiences in this country because of your color?
How would a Black from this country be treated in
your country?
S: I was shocked to find a South African flavor in
the United States. I was discriminated against in a
small town in eastern Kentucky. White students who
went to do field work with me in that area were welcomed to live with local families, while I had
problems finding a place to sleep because of my skin
color. I ended up staying in another town with a
Catholic nun.
My twelve-year-old son had serious adjustment
problems in the school because of harrassment by
Black children. An official had to intervene in order
for the child to have peace.
Blacks from the United States receive red carpet
treatment from South African Whites. The country
also gives them and Blacks from other Black states
White stature.
H: Tell us about your church there.
S: The Church of Christ in my country is relatively
new. Most missionaries have done their work in
other parts of Africa. They moved to South Africa
from twenty to twenty-five years ago and did work in
the northern Transvaal. Migrants from the North
who work in Johannesburg started their own congregations. Preachers came down to the Transvaal and
worked with these groups and developed other
bases. My brother was converted by Black preachers
and he in turn brought the Word to my family
he
had rebelled against our family church and he did
not go to church for years. The preachers visited my
family several times and held Bible studies in the
house. The whole fan1ily accepted their teachings
and were baptized. They attended services in a
school room in Dube Township,
but they
experienced difficulties with transportation to that
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area, having to walk three miles each way
too
much for my mother. They later decided to hold
services in my mother's home because more and
more people received the Word in my mother's
neighborhood. She offered the garage which she
had built to accommodate the homeless as a source
of income for herself. The men in the church made
benches. I became a member much later after
attending many services and Bible classes. We have
about four preachers there now
one is my brother
- who take turns. Bible classes are held on Saturday
afternoons in my mother's lounge or at the home of
Brother Williams who lives in a White suburb called
Roodepoort. He and other White preachers visit and
deliver sermons occasionally. At Easter we have
services and Sunday school in a White area. People
come from all over in buses or however they can.
We have meals together, sing together, and have
fellowship together.
The procedure in my church is the same as in
Chapel Hill. We are, however, less flexible. Our
manner of dress is different. Men wear their jackets
in all kinds of weather. Women must have dresses
with sleeves or they use shawls or jerseys to cover
their shoulders. Every woman wears a hat or scarf on
her head. When White preachers visit, services tend
to be a half hour longer because we have to translate
for them. When we visit the "White church,"
nobody translates for the Black people. All the
singing is done in English, but people love going to
Brixton every Easter.
H: Several years ago you were featured in an
article in National Geographic. Could you tell us
about the occasion for that article and what you
were doing at the time?
S: The people from National Geographic visited
South Africa. The University asked me to take them
on a tour of Soweto and the hospital. The people

from the magazine asked to interview me. I took
them to the homes of some of my clients (at that
time I did case work for the Metabolic and Nutrition
Unit or Pediatric Department).
H: Have you ever considered leaving your
country? Can you foresee that your sons might
want to leave? How would you feel about that?
S: I have given thought to leaving but always
wonder what I would be solving since all countries
have their problems. Besides those of us with "one
eye" need to guide those who are totally blind. This
is not an easy task. It is in fact frustrating because of
the limitations and constraints within which one has
to operate.
My sons are already talking about leaving the
country one day. I have given them a taste of the
outside world so they can make up their minds
when they are ready. We are a very close-knit family
and I would be sad to be separated from them by
circumstances like these, but I have to remember
that they are not from me but through me and that
their Owner will always protect them.
H: How would you describe your experiences in
this country, in the university, in the places where
you did your field work, in the church?
S: I am able to say that after my initial severe
culture shock in this country and the university, I,
through the support of colleagues at school and
especially my church friends, adjusted well.
In Nashville, where I also did field work, I did not
feel isolated because I was introduced to good
friends who took me to church, to their homes, and
to social places. Many people reached out to me
and made my stay a very pleasant one so that even
when I had problems in eastern Kentucky, I was not
terribly shaken.
I learned a great deal through my practice and
enjoyed the experience.
------------~---------------------------------------

MISSION

The old tribal system was, for all its violence and savagery, for all its superstition and witchcraft, a moral
system. Our natives today produce criminals and prostitutes and drunkards, not because it is their nature
to do so, but because their simple system of order and tradition and convention has been destroyed. It
was destroyed by the impact of our own civilization. Our civilization has therefore an inescapable duty to
set up another system or order and tradition and convention. It is true that we hoped to preserve the tribal
system by a policy of segregation. That was permissible. But we never did it thoroughly or honestly. We set
aside one-tenth of the land for four-fifths of the people. Thus we made it inevitable, and some say we did
it knowingly, that labour would come to the towns. We are caught in the toils of our own selfishness.
No one wishes to make the problem seem smaller than it is. No one wished to make its solution seem
easy. No one wished to make light of the fears that beset us. But whether we be fearful or not, we shall
never, because we are a Christian people, be able to evade the moral issues.
From Alan Paton, Cry, the Beloved Country
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PropheticPatternsin Cry, The BelovedCountry

Although called by God to convey a Divine viewpoint, the prophet is not a
microphone, but an individual not different in kind from us. Transformed by
the call, the prophet transcends the normal confines of human consciousness
to deal with life at the crossing point between God and humanity where
paradox is inevitable.
By BONNIE BOWMANTHURSTON
he action of classical prophetism centers around
a warning that God will judge and bring destruction to rebellious people. Prophets understand that
judgment comes in a variety of forms and that, in the
end, God returns to redeem His people. This cycle
of warning, judgment, and redemption forms the
narrative framework of Alan Paton's Cry, The
Beloved Country.

T

There are three major parallels between the novel
and prophetism. First, the protagonist, Kumalo, is
the prophet in the novel; his understanding and subsequent words carry the warning of judgment
tempered by hope in God's benevolence. Second,
Kumalo's son, Absalom, personifies the rebelliousness of Israel. Finally, Paton depicts hope coming
from unusual sources: from an act of personal judgment comes corporate hope.
Although called by God to convey a Divine
viewpoint, the prophet is not a microphone, but an
individual not different in kind from us. Transformed
by the call, the prophet transcends the normal confines of human consciousness to deal with life at the
crossing point between God and humanity where
paradox is inevitable. Abraham Heschel describes
the prophet as engaged in "exegesis of existence
from a divine perspective."
As the prophet in the novel, Kumalo follows the
"call" pattern established in the Old Testament. He
is summoned by God, leaves his former life to act in

Bonnie Bowman Thurston, on leave from Bethany College, has been a
Visiting Scholar in Greek and New Testament at Harvard Divinity School
for the past few months.
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His behalf, and is thus set apart from others. The
novel does not present a call story, but Kumalo
reveals himself a sinful man whom God has "put his
hands on."
Kumalo's former life was no preparation for his
vocation (he had contemplated going into business),
which set him apart from the people in his own
village. A priest in the Church of England, he not
only found it necessary to adopt European dress,
thus creating a barrier between himself and the
native people; but he was given a title, "umfundisi,"
meaning parson and signifying respect.
But the respect associated with his calling does not
save Kumalo from the pain and isolation experienced by the Biblical prophets. He is summoned to
Johannesburg to assist his sister, Gertrude, who is
"sick." Her sickness, he discovers upon making the
journey from village to city (a metaphor for the
severing of tradition), is not physical but spiritual,
the result of immoral and licentious life in the city.
Like the people of Jerusalem, the people of
Johannesburg have turned from God; the result is
chaos. In chapters 15-17 Kumalo's primary "vision"
of the turning of his people from their past and from
God is expressed in language not unlike that of the
lamentations of Jeremiah.
Johannesburg becomes a twentieth-century Jerusalem. First, with migration of so many to the city in
hopes of finding a better life, the tribal structure of
South Africa has broken down, destroying the values
associated with family life. The result is slums, prostitution, and all manner of crime. As in Jeremiah 2: 13,
the people have committed two evils. "They have
forsaken me, the fountain of living waters, and

hewed out cisterns for themselves, broken cisterns
that can hold no water." As Amos, Paton depicts
social injustice, specifically racism and poverty, as
the result of rebelliousness.
The political aspect of classical prophetism is likeV:'ise exemplified by Kumalo's understanding that
sickness "starts with the head," and by his realization that his brother John, in hoping for socioeconomic reform, has lost the true source of
salvation.
Kumalo's vision of Johannesburg is one of evil and
corruption in which people have abandoned their
personal and collective past, have abandoned God,
and have adopted a life which leads to death and
destruction. His awareness is sharpened when he
discovers both his sister and his son trapped by their
rebelliousness and brought to judgment. Although
Kumalo has great love and compassion for both, he
realizes that Gertrude and Absalom have brought
Judgment upon themselves by forsaking the Lord.
Gertrude, the sister whom Kumalo came to assist,
is making a living by bootlegging and prostitution.
Kumalo speaks against these evils and is initially able
to move her from the slum where she lives to the
home of a Christian woman. But, although he
rescues the child, the mother soon returns to her
former life, symbolizing in prophetic terms that
people do not always heed the words of the
prophet.
The case of Absalom (the personification of Israel
in the prophetic allegory) is more complex. Having
left the house of his father, Absalom has gone to
Johannesburg to seek his fortune. 1 He is corrupted
by the influences of city life and forgets the teachings
of his father and of Christianity. He commits
robbery; he takes a "wife of harlotry" and impregnates her; and finally he commits murder. He murders a white man, one devoted to the causes of
native South Africans. In short, he is guilty of all the
charges of social crimes found in Amos.
As the figure of the prophet, it is the responsibility
of Kumalo to impress upon the boy the gravity of the
situation, but also to entreat him to ask for God's forgiveness and to hope for mercy. Just as the "armies
of the North" may be understood to be instruments
of God's justice, the judicial system of South Africa
becomes an instrument of judgment and justice in
the novel. Even this judgment is tempered by the
redemptive efforts of Kumalo's fellow clergymen, a
European social worker, and a lawyer who takes on
Absalom's case free of charge.
But the requisite punishment-before-redemption
is carried out as Absalom is sentenced to death. His
destruction symbolizes the fate of all who turn from
God. Paradoxically, however, he is to be executed
at dawn, metaphorically the beginning as well as the

end. This "rebirth of light" image pervades the final
portion of the novel as Paton, like the prophets,
depicts hope coming from strange sources.
From the judgment against Absalom comes a
corporate hope for the village of Ndotsheni in the
person of Jarvis, father of the murdered man. Paton
goes to great length to present the transformation
that occurs in him as a result of his son's death. In
reading the dead man's manuscripts and books,
particularly the works of Abraham Lincoln, Jarvis
finally understands his son's work and decides to
continue it. 2 As a result, the people of Kumalo's
village (ironically, near Jarvis' home) receive help in
drought (symbolizing the change from lifelessness
and Godlessness to productivity and fertility), receive the help of an agricultural consultant, and receive the promise of a new church building. Paton,
like Micah in Israel, suggests that hope lies in the
towns and their development.
Material hope comes in the patronage of Jarvis,
and spiritual hope is centered in the wife and child
of Absalom. The new generation brings with it the
hope of a better future. (This re-interpretation of the
marriage of Absalom is reminiscent of the marriage
of Hosea.) Ironically, Absalom requests that, should
the child be a son, he be named Peter, the dead
man's name, suggesting that he remember the past
and not repeat it. Metaphorically, "Peter" suggests
"rock" and implies a solid foundation for the new
life of the people.
Kumalo, as the prophet, has gone the full cycle of
call, isolation, proclamation, and, after nearly losing
his church, hope. Just as God did not forsake His
people Israel, He does not forsake Kumalo, who remains at his church and sees the building that his
son's death brought about. As did the prophets,
Kumalo sees a world in God's hands. Therefore, all
that happens, no matter how personally devastating
it appears, is redeemed.
The situation depicted in South Africa has remarkable parallels to the events in ancient Israel at the
time of the prophets. By understanding these
characters and ideas to be parallel to those in the
prophets, Paton's novel can remind us that the
process of judgment, punishment, reconciliation,
and hope is still the defining cycle in our relationship
to God. In Cry, The Beloved Country, Alan Paton
demonstrates that God is still at work in history. As
we watch the current event in South Africa (and in
Lebanon), we will do well to remember this fact.

NOTES
1. The word "Absafom" itself is associated with both rebelliousness and refusal to
follow rhe vvays nf tfw father, Paton empfovs the common Biblical motif of the prodigal

son.
. 2. lnterestinglv~ t(wfathers las('(: son, and both go c~nto ~vork (01 1heir /JL>Ople.It i.san
image of the Chmllan understanding of the re/a lions/Hp of Cod-the-Father and Cod-th('Son which might bc'arpur.suing in the novel.
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Where Have All The ProphetsGone?

To be sent into Egypt again and al/ that it symbolized of the destruction and
formlessness and meaninglessness and "de-creation" - that sentence of
political death faced by prophets in both the northern and southern
kingdoms, though feared and resented and hated, had to be proclaimed.
Those prophets stood between the Egypts: the one, redemption; the other,
judgment and death.
By JOHN ALLEN CHALK

he question

"Where

have all the prophets

gone?" could very well prompt me to a lot of
T
autobiobiographic ruminations. I'm going to try to
keep all those to myself, overwhelm you with a lot of
words, and allow you to pick out from this second
level of abstraction what all this means personally.
When I was discussing tonight's topic with a
friend, he said, "Do you remember the scene from
Brother Sun, Sister Moon (the film about St. Francis
of Assisi)? I had not remembered the scene, but he
reminded me of the theme. It, along with a text from
Isaiah 30, will provide a good introduction for what I
want to discuss with you.
Assisi and his followers have been summoned to
Rome to meet with the Pope, and they are ushered
into the unimaginable splendor that is Rome and St.
Peter's. The Pope in all of his regalia with all his aides
and assistants have convened in this holy assembly.
Assisi in his rags and barefooted comes into the
splendored meeting place. The Pope watches Assisi
approach. Finally, at a certain moment, he comes off
his pedestal in all his robes and riches
representing all that is the Holy Roman Catholic Church
- and appraoches Assisi on the aisle. Taking Assisi's
hand, the Pope says to him, "A long time ago, when
I first started, I thought, I really thought ....
" He
pauses, falls to his knees, and kisses Assisi's feet. At

John Allen Chalk is an attorney in Abilene, Texas. This speech, slightly
edited, was delivered as part of Mission's Annual Readers' Seminar at the
Brentwood Oaks Church of Christ, Austin, Texas, in June of 1982.
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that point two of his very pompous and prominent
aides over in the corner observing all of this look at
each other. One whispers to the other, "That old
boy is a real politician. He's going to have all the
poor supporting him from now on." That story says
so much more than we have time to analyze tonight.
Listen to Isaiah 30: 15-28:
Thus said the Lore/Jehovah, the 1/oly One of Israel.
In returning and rest shall ye be saved. In quietness
and in competence shall be your strength. And ye
would not: but ye said, No, for we will flee upon
horses; therefore shall ye flee: and, We will ride
upon the swift; therefore shall thev that pursue
vou be swift. One thousand shall flee at the threat
of one; at the threat of five shall ve flee: till ye he
left as a heacon upon the top of a mountain, and as
an ensign on a hill. And therefore will Jehovah
wait, that he may be gracious unto vou; and therefore will he be exalted, that he ma)' have merq1
upon you: for Jehovah is a Cod of justice; blessed
are all the)' that wait for him. For the people shall
dwell in Zion at Jerusalem; thou shalt weep no
more; he will surelv be gracious unto thee at the
voice of th)! crv; when he shall hear, he will
answer vou. And though the Lord give you the
bread of adversity and the water of affliction, yet
shall not thy teachers be hidden anymore, but
thine eyes shall see thy teachers; and thine ears
shall hear a word behind thee, saying. This is the
way, wall<\IC in it; when 11e turn to the right hand,
ancl when ye turn to the left. And ye shall defile the
overlaying of th)1 graven images of silver, and the
plating of thy molten images of gold: thou shalt
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cast them away as an unclean tliing; thou shalt say
unto it, Get thee hence. And he will give the rain
for thy seed, wherewith thou shalt sow the ground.
and bread of the increase of the ground, and it
shall be fat and plenteous. In that day shall thy
cattle feed in large pastures; the oxen likewise and
the young asses that till the ground shall eat savory
provender, which hath been winnowed with the
shovel and with the fork. And there shall be upon
every lofty mountain, and upon every high hill,
brooks and streams of waters, in the day of the
great slaughter, when the towers fall. Moreover the
light of the moon shall be as the light of the sun,
and the light of the sun shall be sevenfold, as the
light of seven days, in the day that Jehovah bindeth
up the hurt of his people, and healeth the stroke of
their wound.
OLD TESTAMENT PROPHETS
The theme that has been pursued during this seminar obviously suggests a strong emphasis on the Old
Testament prophets and their contributions to the
people of God. When we think about the prophets
of the Old Testament, obviously we think about
some of the better known;
but there are also
Abraham and Aaron, Moses, Miriam and Deborah.
Among the pre-Classical prophets there are Samuel
and his struggle with King Saul; Nathan and his
struggle with David - the murder and adultery that
went on; Ahijah and Jereboam; and Elijah and
Ahab and the murder and the theft that occurred in
that reign; Micaiah with Ahab; Elisha with Jehu. With
the practical prophets, we see the struggle surrounding the tragedy of going into Egypt again; the second
Egypt appeared and the whole issue of political
death had to be faced by Amos and Hosea and
Isaiah, then Jeremiah and Ezekiel, as they dealt with
the southern kingdom. Jeremiah had to put up
with his prophetic mission and wallow in the misery
of it for at least forty-one years. Ezekiel's great image
in the midst of the Babylonian exile was of a
spiritually regenerate Zion, a new people of God.
For the prophets of the Old Testament, especially
the Classical prophets, those initial promises of
Nation and Land and Universal Blessing especially Universal Blessing required the
maintenance and, in many cases, the rationalization
of the peoples' faith. It was a difficult struggle,
especially in the face of the discouraging circumstances that the people of God faced at various times
in their history. To be sent into Egypt again and all
that it symbolized of the destruction and formlessness and meaninglessness and "de-creation" - that
sentence of political death faced by prophets in both
the northern and southern kingdoms, though feared
and resented and hated, had to be proclaimed.
Those prophets stood between the Egypts: the one,
redemption; the other, judgment and death.

When we look at the messages of the Old Testament prophets, seven concepts seem to appear over
Their
and over again. (1) The word of God:
messages were shaped by the concept of the word
of God; and it wasn't simply the word of God
spoken, but also the word of God symbolized in the
unusual lifestyle and the peculiar behaviors that
characterized the prophets at various times and in
various situations. (2) Election and covenant: actout of Egypt, I call
ually it was election/covenant
my son. God and his people were portrayed in those
concepts of election and covenant as father/son,
owner/vineyard,
shepherd/flock,
potter/clay,
husband/wife - election and covenant. (3) Rebellion of the people: This led to the next concept. (4)
Judgment: "They shall return to Egypt," God pronounced. (5) The compassion and loving kindness
of God: "How can I give you up?" I've come to
appreciate His loving kindness and His grace almost
more in the Old Testament than the New. The prophets never forgot the compassion of God, even
though it was sometimes obscured in their concerns
and their anxieties, their own personal pressures.

The philosophical pressures have forced
the institutions to kill the prophets. The
need for personal fulfillment by and in the
institutional life have required that all who
do not fit the mold must be rejected .
the institutions require politicians, not
prophets.
The prophets were always aware of the graciousness
of God. (6) Redemption: "I will return them to their
homes." (7) Confirmation:
You will be a universal
blessing. I'm going to make you a light to the nations
regardless of what you say and do. I will have a
people who will be a light to the nations.
CONTEMPORARY PROPHETS
I have two answers to this question "Where have
all the prophets gone?" Two totally different
answers. I think both of them are equally valid. First
of all, they've gone away. And, secondly, they are
still around. That they've gone away is a personal
and a corporate tragedy. That they are still around is
a triumph of faith.
The Prophets Have Gone Away
Let's talk about the first of these two answers:
They've gone away.
The institutions, as I use that word, have, in my
judgment, systematically and inevitably rejected the
prophets. I use the word "institution" very loosely
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to refer to any organized religious effort from which
people receive financial and/or ego support and
from which they receive personal and corporate
identity. The institutions are our colleges, our
churches, our orphans' homes, our radio and television programs, our magazines, our newspapers
those are the institutions. They have inherently been
forced to reject the prophets.

It is the rebellious children, lying children, children that
will not hear the Law of Jehovah; that say to the seers "see
not" and to the prophets" prophesy not unto us right
things. Speak unto us smooth things. Prophesy deceits. Get
you out of the way. Turn aside out of the path. Cause the
Holy One of Israelto cease from before us.
Isaiah30: 9- 77.
Our institutions must by definition protect and
maintain the institutions'
existence. They must
protect a way to exist, a way of continuing to exist;
and the way of continuing to exist is through money.
So, the financial pressures have caused it.
The institutions must also protect their raison
d'etre - their reason to be. So, the philosophical
pressures have forced the institutions to kill the prophets. The need for personal fulfillment by and in
the institutional life have required that all who do
not fit the mold must be rejected. The institutions,
pure and simple - there's no mystery to it - the
institutions require politicians, not prophets. I have
spent the last quarter of the forty years of my life
working and dealing with politicians at a very real
level, and I don't use that word as an inherently dirty
word at all. I speak more as a matter of phenomenal,
logical observation even in this presentation. The
institutions require politicians. They always have;
they always will. That will never change. You are
naive if you think it will. And if Mission exists as a

The prophets have left because they lost
the vision of God's presence, the vision of
God's impingement in God's good time
and in God's own way and according to
God's own purpose in human history.
magazine to purge the institutions, it has made a bad
mistake. The institution requires politicians not prophets. The politicians always win in the institutions
because they promise to preserve the institutions.
Many times they deliver on their promise; certainly
within a given period of time they do. And most of
them do a very good job of it. The prophets can only
promise God's promise to preserve what fits God's
purpose. And God's purpose requires different
things at different times. God's purpose calls
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different people to different tasks at different times.
So the prophet of God can't really promise what the
politician can promise.
One aside: Once in a meeting of the directors of a
well-known brotherhood institution, I, in my youthful ignorance and fervor, asked, "Can we conceive,
is it possible that you men can conceive of the
possibility that God does not want this institution to
continue?" I'll never forget the good brother who
immediately (it was in a presentation - it was a
formal presentation and we don't interrupt formal
presentations in this brotherhood)
and heatedly
jumped to his feet and charged me with all kinds of
heinous things.
The institutions have systematically rejected the
prophets. So they've gone away. The institutions
can't stand them. The institutions live with them.
They aren't healthy. Seriously. The prophets aren't
healthy for institutions.
Another reason they've gone away is a serious
one. The prophets have surrendered their mandates. They've turned them in for other pursuits.
That's the personal tragedy apart from the corporate
tragedy: a failure of faith because the prophet has
never heard fully and clearly for his time and situation the word of God, and yielding of faith to the
tyranny of personal ego drives. Sometimes it's
victimized by the secular spirit; but whatever the
reasons, the loss of the fearlessness of failure has
driven many of the prophets away. The prophets,
you see, came to speak but instead stayed to listen;
and it was a mistake to listen to anything other
than the word of God. The institutions have very
voluminously and profusely defined failure; and the
prophets who stayed to listen lost their fearlessness
of failure - as defined by the institutions.
Prophets have left because they lost the vision of
God's presence, the vision of God's impingement in
God's good time and in God's own way and
according to God's own purpose in human history.
The prophets have been "objectivized,"
they've
been relativized, they've been temporalized, and
they've been secularized. That is, their existence
became important in and of itself: prophet qua
prophet. That was a mistake. Their "word" became
something other than the Word of Cod. They were
relativized. The immediate and the temporal overwhelmed the future and the past with a consequent
loss of a sense of history and of God's direction of
history. They were temporalized. Current mores and
values became important and finally ultimate for
many of the prophets.
So, the institutions
systematically rejected them and the prophets went
away on their own. That's answer number one.
They've gone away.
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The Prophets Are Still Around
I feel even more deeply - no, I feel differently about answer number two: The prophets are still
around. I've never been surer of anything in my life
than that they are still with us. I didn't say that they
are still here; there's a serious distinction between
"still here" and "still around." You see, it's possible
that they are still here, but they may be somewhere
else. They are still around, first of all, because the
prophets are part of the remnant; and as Paul reminds us in Romans 9:27, "If the number of the
children of Israel be as the sand of the sea, it's the
remnant that shall be saved. For the Lord will
execute His word upon the earth." Then there is the
passage in Isaiah 10: 20-22 about the remnant:
It shall come to pass in that day, that the remnant
of Israel, and they that are escaped of the house of
Jacob shall no more again lean upon him that
smote them;
but shall lean upon Jehovah, the
1-/oly One of Israel, in truth. A remnant shall return, even the remnant of Jacob unto the mighty
Cod. For though thy people Israel be as the sand of
the sea, only a remnant of them shall return. A destruction is determined, overflowing with righteousness, for a full end, and that even determined,
will the Lord, Jehovah of hosts, make in the midst
of the earth.

It is clear He's going to do His will. 1-le's going to accomplish His purpose. He's going to have His
people. He's going to have His people.
I'll never forget the burden lifted from my
shoulders years ago as I wrestled with Romans 9
through 11. I thought you stopped preaching
Romans at chapter 8. I couldn't believe that I had
committed myself to preaching the whole book. I
had to study Romans 9 through 11. It turned out to
be the greatest part of the book in blessing my life
personally. The message of Romans 9 through 11 is
that He's going to do His thing. He's going to do His
th_ingwith somebody. And He may not do His thing
with what we know as the church. But He's going to
do it with the Church. He's going to do it with His
people in His time and in His way. He will do it. And
I have great faith in that. So
the prophets are still
around. They are still around as part of the remnant,
as part of the people of God.
They have heard and answered the call of God.
They may not have been officially recognized by
men or by the institutions, but their mouths and
their lives have been cleansed by the holiness of
God, as in Isaiah's call. They've been told to go and
speak the Word without fear, as Jeremiah was told.
They've been given the role of feeding God's Word
to the rebellious, as Ezekiel experienced. They've

been called from the herds and trees, from the
freeways and the stock exchanges to speak God's
word, as Amos was called. They've been ordered to
symbolize the plight of the people by taking wives of
whoredom
and children of whoredom
to
personally live the tragic life, as Hosea was ordered
to do. As men and women hear and answer the call
of God
the prophets are still around.

The prophets are still around as part of the
remnant, as part of the people of God.
They have heard and answered the call of
God. They may not have been officially
recognized by men or by the institutions,
but their mouths and their lives have been
cleansed by the holiness of God, as in
Isaiah's call.
They are still around being faithful to the Word of
God: not dependent on nor defined by men and
institutions, but having their existence begin and
end in their perception of the Word of God - a
burning fire in their hearts when they don't proclaim
the Word. Jeremiah experienced it. Those who
understand that "the lion hath roared. Who will not
fear? The Lord Jehovah hath spoken. Who can but
testify and prophesy?" (Amos 3:8) Those who
understand that the Word is active and living and
powerful are the prophets today. "For as the rain
cometh down in the snow from heaven and
returneth not thither but watereth the earth and
maketh it to bring forth and bud and giveth seed to
the sower and bread to the eater, so shall my word
be that goeth forth out of my mouth. It shall not
return unto me void. But it shall accomplish that
which I please. And it shall prosper in the thing
whereunto I sent it" (Isa. 55: 10-11). They're still
around - the faithful to the word of God. We may
not see them in our lifetime. We may not ever hear
them in our lifetime. But they've gone where God
led. They have answered when God has called.
They have spoken when the Word of God has been
perceived. They are wherever He is, calling and
speaking and willing His purpose. The prophets are
still around.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, then, we need not fret the apparent
superficial absence of contemporary
prophets.
Don't weep that the prophets have gone away. God
has ,them where He wants them, doing what He
wants them to do. Fret, and come under serious
personal conviction that we are part and parcel of
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systems and subcultures
and lifestyles and
institutions where the prophets aren't heard,
recognized, listened to, and certainly not respected
and appreciated.
The self-consciousness of self-proclaimed contemporary prophets and even our intellectual interest in
them bothers me. Could this be merely a camouflage for our own attempts to make the institutions
"ours" and to recodify the "codes" to our own per-

The prophets . . . came to speak but
instead stayed to listen; and it was a
mistake to listen to anything other than the
word of God.
sonal and philosophical predilections in order to
cover abandones obedience to the Word of God as
we perceive it regardless of the consequences. But
wherever the God of the prophets is honored and
obeyed, the function of the prophets has been per-

formed, regardless of our relationship or lack of
relationship with them, or our awareness of them or
our failure to recognize them.
But in the latter days it shall come to pass that the
mountain of Jehovah's house shall be established
on the top of the mountain and it shall be exalted
above the hills and people shall flow into it. Many
nations shall go and say, Come ye and let us go up
to the mountain of Jehovah, to the house oi the
Cod of Jacob, and he will teach us of his ways and
we will walk in his paths for out of Zion shall go
forth the Law and the word of Jehovah from Jerusalem, and he will judge between many peoples
and will decide concerning strong nations afar off.
And they shall beat their swords into ploughshares
and their spears into pruning hooks. Nations shall
not lift up sword against nation. Neither shall they
learn war anymore. But they shall sit every man
under his vine, under his fig tree and none shall
make them afraid. The mouth oi Jehovah of /--/osts
has spoken. For all the peoples walk everyone in
the name of his Cod. We will walk in the name of
Jehovah, our Cod, forever and ever.
Micah 4: 7-5
___________

----------
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In Need of a Cultural Translator

Christians need a Cultural Translator. We need someone to "show us the
ropes" in God's cultural setting! For us to be conformed to the image of
Christ, to be partakers of the divine nature, requires patient learning,
disciplined adjustment, and heartfelt understanding.
By BRADTHURSTON
Copyright: BRAD THURSTON
November 1982

in a comfortable chair in a modern bank in a
I satprogressive
city in West Germany and wanted to
cry. I was an international traveler, fluent in
German, and suffering from culture shock. For the
next several months I threw up my hands in desperation at the German bureaucratic system. I would
shake my head and wonder if there would ever be a
day when I would understand the mentality of these
people whom I had come to live among, if I would
ever be able to cope with the paperwork, doing
everything correctly and on time. I knew that I had
only one chance of survival. I couldn't do it on my
own; I needed a Cultural Translator!
Mv cultural translator was a German who understood his culture and had enough grace and
patience to take one confused American through
the maze of German manners, customs, and red
tape. Through his patient handling, my nerves were
calmed; and a gradual but steady acclimatization
process set in. Since then, I've come to grips with
their un-American ways and can sometimes even
communicate with the German people.
"Cultural Translator" is a term which describes (a)
our need to be helped towards an understanding of
our spiritual heritage as Christians and (b) a
challenge to new strategies in missions.
One locked into the security of local cultural
settings needs a cultural translator to help become
acclimatized to the new nature (culture) of a saved
person. One heresy which seems to plague many

Brad Thurston
Germany.
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in Duisburg,
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Christians is an unspoken, subconscious belief that
God is American. I can hear pious denials, but
observation of several churches shows just how
much of an "Americanized"
understanding of God
is present. (Is God
really an all-powerful,
materialistic bellhop, waiting to dump instant favors
upon the whims and fancies of his demanding
masters?)
The mystery Paul describes in Ephesians that had
been hidden but is now revealed is that God is not
imprisoned behind Jewish customs of culture (nor
American or German customs or cultures). He
dwells in a realm completely foreign to carnal man.
Through His Son Jesus, He communicated
His
character, His will and His life to a people (Jews)
within their particular cultural setting. The revealed
mystery is that, through the Resurrection of Jesus
from the dead, God communicates to all peoples in
and through their own cultural settings.
For a person to catch a glimpse of the divine
nature at conversion is not enough. That's like
moving to Germany: One is there; but learning to
cope and communicate in a whole new culture and
society requires patient learning, adjustment, and
understanding. In short, Christians need a Cultural
Translator. We need someone to "show us the
ropes" in God's cultural setting! For us to be conformed to the image of Christ, to· be partakers of the
divine nature, requires patient learning, disciplined
adjustment, and heartfelt understanding. It may
appear much easier to try to make God conform to
our own personal standards than to challenge our
lives with the radical claims of Jesus. We do the
former at the peril of failing to be disciples.
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In the same way that it is impossible for us to
change God, it is also impossible for us to comprehend the "heavenly culture" on our own. Thankfully, Jesus has sent us The Cultural Translator, the
Holy Spirit. It is His job to lead us into all truth. He is
our patient teacher who never leaves us, who helps
us discipline ourselves to the adjustment of a new
lifestyle, and who discloses to us the depths of the
heart of God. He shows us that our citizenship is in
heaven, that our allegiance is to the King of Kings,
that our warfare is spiritual with weapons that are

missions (i.e., let the natives do it!) that their understanding of the mission-minded God who sent His
only Son into the world to seek and to save that
which is lost is brought into question. A first step to
try to correct this situation by exposing the true need
has definitely
taken place within
evangelical
Christianity.
However, to simply belabor the
church by preaching to her "sense of duty" will not
produce the necessary sacrificial lives. Changed
hearts and disciplined lives are desperately required.
The challenge is immense. Methods and strategies
for evangelism and discipleship within divergent
cultures must be developed.

One heresy which seems to plague many
Christians is an unspoken, subconscious
belief that God is American . . . . The
mystery Paul describes in Ephesians that
had been hidden but is now revealed is
that God is not imprisoned behind Jewish
customs or culture (nor American or German customs or cultures).

The "heavenly culture" is alien to all human
culture. Christians, as ambassadors of the heavenly,
must be able to communicate within the given
cultural setting of their service. It is not good enough
just to tell people about Jesus; they must understand
the message and its implications.
Therefore,
missionaries must first know and understand those
with whom they are trying to communicate.
The message of redemption should be shared and
received within the familiarity of the hearer's own
setting. A good cultural translator must use a method
or strategy adapted to suit the listener's understanding, while preserving the timeless and unchangeable truth. It is similar but more profound
than translating the Gospel of John from English to
German. The languages differ, but the book being
translated is the very life of the cultural translator.
Methods of expression will differ, but the truth and
fruit of the Spirit must remain unaltered. Worship
styles may vary from Uganda to Germany to
America, or even within a city from fellowship to
fellowship;
but the directive of the Holy Spirit
drawing believers to worship will always remain
unchanged.
An example of a cultural translator is Paul in the
marketplace of Athens. He used his knowledge of
the Greek language, Greek traditions, and an idol in
the market square to preach Jesus Christ. He communicated with a people who were ostracized from
Jewish culture and tradition. He did it successfully,
for we read that several were receptive.
In my own work and experience, I know that
preaching in the market places in West Germany
enables me to communicate only with certain kinds
of people. Businessmen, for example, seem to
respond more readily to carefully worded and typed
letters. In each case, the intention is clear. Our lives
are consciously given to communicating the life of
the Lord Jesus Christ across diverse cultural barriers
to those who desire to hear. We do it because we
have received the Cultural Translator, and we are
becoming cultural translators conformed to His
image. ----- ------------~-----------------MISSION

not carnal, and that our very nature is changed.
Transformation occurs as we replace our security in
established cultural patterns and traditions with continuous trust in the living Lord Jesus. This kind of adjustment can be just as difficult for an American as
for a Muslim, Communist, animist, or western
industralist.
Becoming
accustomed
to
the
"heavenly
culture"
keeps one from adapting
Christianity to one's own materialistic and cultural
concepts.
Having submitted to our Cultural Translator and
having begun the alteration in our personal lives
with His aid, we are then confronted with the reality
and challenge of our inherited missionary nature.
With over three billion people in the world who do
not have a Christian neighbor, the need for crosscultural missions is more evident today than ever
before. Even within various societies there are
peoples of such varied cultural, sociological, and
ethnical backgrounds that cross-cultural missions
are necessary even there. Effective evangelism is
more likely to take place if the method of
communicating to a doctor varies from the method
used for a truck driver, a jockey, or a pigmy. Thus,
all Christians are called to be cultural translators.
Their objective is to participate in cross-cultural
evangelism and discipleship by bridging the communication barrier between the heart of God and
the hearts of people. That is the greatest cultural
barrier to cross.
In many instances local churches and individuals
have so withdrawn from their responsibilities in
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You're old now - and weak.
Too weary and forgetful to care for yourself.
So what do I do?
Do I leave my life to care for you
And bathe you and pamper you?
I don't want to do that.
And yet, could I ever rest
If I "put you away"?
Sent you to rock away your life
In a creaking chair
On the porch of an unfamiliar home?
Sentenced you to a living death
So I can still go to parties
And do as I please?
Being around you now tortures me.
For I remember when you were human.
When you would laugh
And cook and clean and play cards
And hold me close to you.
You knew my name then
And I could love you.

Ann Leatherwood
Carolina.

YOU'RE OLD NOW

You gave me everything in those days ...
Smiles and time and love.
And even your tears.
Why is it that all I have now for you are tears?
Your hands are withered.
They move in nonsense gestures
Where once they were motivated by purpose:
To tie a shoe, make a bed,
Turn pages of my books.
You can no longer see or hear
As once you could.
Your legs are too feeble
To hold even your slender frame.
Your body mocks the person you once were.
Can you even realize the agony I'm facing?
Or do you know I'm here at all?
You gaze blankly at me
As you do at everyone
And that look shoots painfully through me every
time I see it.
You won't know the difference
If you're here with me or in a rest home ...
Will you?
You don't answer.
But I know what you'd do
If the roles were reversed.
And I think I'd know the difference.
- Ann Leatherwood

is a freelance writer living in Spruce Pine, North
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TheAmbiguitiesof Forgiveness

We will all have to swallow the painful fact that this present life is not fair. Not
even the divine forgiveness can make it all come out even. Nice guys, good
guys - guys who are loyal as well as self-denying - do not always live happily
ever after . ... Justice is not the final word in our three score years and ten.
By ELMERPROUT
No question
forgiven!

about it

David needed to be

Have mercy on me, 0 Cod . ...
Against thee, thee only, have I sinned,
and done that which is evil in thy sight,
so that thou art justified in thy sentence
and blameless in thy judgment . ...
Hide thy face from my sins,
and blot out all my iniquities.
Psalms 57: 7, 4, 9
No question about it - David was forgiven!

David said to Nathan, '/ have sinned against
the Lord.' And Nathan said to David,
'The Lord also has put away your sin;
you shall not die.'
25amuel72:73
The story and the psalm testify of a desperate
person and a gracious God. They also speak reassurance: if David was forgiven, surely there is
hope for the rest of us.
It is tempting to leave matters there. It is neat and
tidy: David off teaching transgressors the ways of
God, sinners returning to the Lord (cf. Psalm 51: 1013). Our own hearts warm with hope.
But that would be too simple, too thoughtless. It
would cater to the desire for instant solutions. It
would play to the call for manageable formulas that
Elmer Prout, for many years a missionary in Japan, is currently
minister for the Church of Christ in Roseville, California.
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produce results on order. To leave the story at this
point would satisfy our American propensity to
ignore the ambiguity in the rush for clear-cut
answers. In the deepest sense, however, such a
course is not scriptural. Scripture faces us with all
kinds of ambiguity and never more so than when it
confronts us with forgiveness. Shall we summon our
courage and work our way a bit further into this
Word from God?

THE BACKGROUND
The superscription
is almost certainly correct
when it states that Psalm 51 was written "after David
had gone in to Bathsheba." David's afternoon
dalliance resulted in the lady's pregnancy. That was
a bit troublesome but for a clever king it presented
no great problem. It could be handled easily by
calling Uriah, Bathsheba's husband, home for a
night or two with his wife. Unfortunately for David,
Uriah's sense of loyalty to his comrades in arms led
him to sleep outside. David turned to the final
solution: Uriah carried his own death warrant to the
commander of the Army.
Uriah was killed. The king dusted off his hands and
sent a message of encouragement to Jacob: "Do not
let the matter trouble you, for the sword devours
now one and now another; strengthen your attack
upon the city, and overthrow it" (2 Samuel 11: 25).
Why not be encouraged when the complicating
loyalty of the offending husband had ended in his
own blood outside a city wall?
Several n1onths passed with David seemingly unconscious of any guilt. A child was born. The inci-
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dent was forgotten. Well, almost. Nathan the
prophet asked for an audience with the king and
told a very moving story. Stabbed awake by the
judgment "You are the man!" David dropped his
anger against the rich man and cried out for mercy.
Forgiveness was granted and we are back to Psalm
51: 17 a king cleansed of his guilt.

THE REACTION
It is nice - very, very nice - that David was forgiven. I would like to join the shout of rejoicing
without hesitation. But frankly I have mixed feelings
about the whole incident. It troubles me deeply that
David seems to have gotten off scot-free. At story's
end Uriah is dead, his home broken up, his name all
but lost in a military casualty list. His loyalty has
been mocked by the low-down treachery of a
lecherous king. David, on the other hand, made a
one line acknowledgment under the pressure of
Nathan's prophecy. The message came back, "Your
sin is put away." I am not at all sure that I approve.
When I read this account, I find myself building up
for a verdict of guilty, for a judgment of death.
"David," I want to say, "you may be the king; you
may be a 'man after God's own heart'; but what you
did is so despicable, so inhumanly cruel, so
deliberately calculated that it cannot be forgiven you must pay with your life."
When I read 2 Samuel 11, I am more than ready
for Genesis 9: 6 to be put into effect: "Whoever
sheds the blood of man, by man shall his blood be
shed." Eye for eye; tooth for tooth; life for life - I
WANT TO SEE JUSTICE DONE AND ESPECIALLY
DONE TO A KING WHO BROKE THE LAW AND
VIOLATED EVERY RULE OF COMMON DECENCY!

THE FACT
But the Word of God does not bend to my sense
of outrage. A woman has been used. The reason for
her husband's death is a well-kept state secret. A
home has been violated. A bad example has been
set. BUT David is forgiven. Then, on top of all that,
the whole account is set down in the Bible for every
generation to read.
There is no escape from the ambiguities of forgiveness, but there are at least four things we can say
as we try to come to terms with God's strange work
of redemption.
To begin with, we will have to swallow the painful
fact that this present life is not fair. Not even the
divine forgiveness can make it all come out even.
Nice guys, good guys - guys who are loyal as well
as self-denying - do not always live happily ever
after. Sometimes they carry their own death
warrants into battle with them. Justice is not the final
word in our three score years and ten.

The Bible is brutally frank as it reminds us what life
in this broken world can be like. There is no makebelieve in the Bible. If we are to be biblical, we must
face reality: on this twisted planet the villain may
not only be forgiven but may go on to receive
further honors. He may die in his own bed while
being attended by a beautiful virgin (I Kings 1: 1-4).
We speak of being biblical as if that term has to do
with neat statements of ethical rules. But all the
while the Word of God is calling us to grapple with

One aspect of being God's child is the
development of the willingness to let God
the father forgive whomever he will. No
amount of puzzlement about the inner
dynamics of God's mercy should be
permitted to block our attendance at the
party which God throws when he
welcomes the wanderer back.
life as it is - not with life as we would dream it to be.
Whatever the Christian faith is, it must come to
terms with the inequities that are woven into this
present life. It is of no help to pretend that those
inequities do not exist - Jesus never did (cf. Luke
13: 1-3).

In the second place, we must be reminded that although forgiveness takes place the tragic results of sin
cannot be called back. What a Bible it would be if we
read, "David was forgiven and Uriah was called
back to life." What a Bible? NO! What a lie!
Sometimes in our rush to praise the sweetness of
forgiveness we gush about how wonderful it is that
Brother Blank has turned from his sin, repented,
been forgiven and restored. And that is good! I
would not deny the joy of the moment of grace. But
it is all too easy to become merely sentimental.
Sentimentality leaves the impression that the main
person to be considered is the one who has sinned
against others. The Davids who turn from their
passion, hate, or slander - how we praise the Lord
for their conversion.
Fine. We would not want those people to be
'swallowed up by much sorrow' (2 Cor. 2: 7). But for
all of that, we must look with open eyes at the stark,
ugly effects of David's lust in the lives of other
people. Not even the forgiven person lives to himself
or dies to himself. Lives are destroyed by sin. David
had been forgiven; but the effect remained - Uriah
was still dead!
Let us certainly glory in the grace of divine forgiveness. But let us also dare to experience the
burning anger against sin and the scars it leaves in
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the lives of the innocent. We must not imply that
people can sin lightly because, after all, it is God's
business to forgive."
Does not this Word of God about Da,1id and Uriah
challenge us to serious thought about how our
actions will affect the lives of other people? Will my
action send a Uriah to his grave while I walk off unscathed? Whatever forgiveness is, surely it is not intended to issue in irresponsibility. God's mercy is
unending, but who can justify an attitude which
takes advantage of both God and other people to
add to the world's supply of injustice?
Third, the story reminds us that forgiveness is not a
proof-text experience. Quite often we who believe in
Jesus pull out Matthew 6: 14 and 15 to throw at each
other. We act as if simply to hear a text will take care
of the complexities of forgiveness.
11

For if you forgive men when they sin against
you, your heavenly Father will also forgive
you. But if you do not forgive men their sins,
your Father will not forgive your sins.

We quote that verse, smile (or smirk), and say,
"See there ...
Well, David's story informs us that there are more
sides to forgiving than we care to admit. Will we forgive the lack of forgiveness in other people? What
about the individuals who, like David, seem to have
no awareness of their sin or its effect? Do we move
toward them in forgiveness? This incident challenges
us to realize that we are not dealing with mathematical niceties where life is balanced out as if it is a
checkbook. There is nothing in these lines to hint
that people deposit their own forgiveness and draw
out the divine mercy.
11

Let us certainly glory in the grace of divine
forgiveness. But let us also dare to
experience the burning anger against sin
and the scars it leaves in the lives of the
innocent.
God does not present us with a detailed list of
reasons to justify his forgiveness of David. At the end
of the story I am still trying to figure that out. But
even in the face of my wonderment God does not
step up to say, "Well, look here. This is why it
makes sense for me to forgive David ... now can
you see that I am only being fair?" Not at all! God
does not ask me anything nor does he explain anything to me. He forgives on his own terms, No one
can ration that mercy.
One aspect of being God's child is the develop-
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ment of the willingness to let God the Father forgive
whomever He will. No amount of puzzlement about
the inner dynamics of God's mercy should be permitted to block our attendance at the party which
God throws when He welcomes the wanderer back
- even if the wanderer is named David.
Finally, the story gets downright personal. Right in
the middle of my struggle with the case of David and
Uriah; right in the middle of my anger at what
happens to little people in the hands of large kings;
right in the middle of my self-righteous assurance
that 'if I had the chance I could balance the books
on King David; ... While all that external amazement is flashing through my mind - something
strikes home: MORE OFTEN THAN NOT I AM THE

DAVID!
Now the discussion is not theory
no longer a
matter of academics. It is existence! I find that I am
no longer trying to fathom why God forgave David
- the question now is why does God forgive ME?
The "big" and "little" sin categories that once
were so satisfactory do not help me now. Nor the
shades of "white"
and "black"
lies. Nor the
sheltering distinction between thought and action.
All those clever dodges that I denied to others and
kept for myself - they are all swept away in the
burning realization that the name of the person in
the Word of God is spelled E-L-M-E-R!
Where shall I go? Where shall you or I or any of us
turn when this David in us raises his head? Faced
with the ambiguity of God's forgiveness to others, I
now find the same ambiguity in regard to Cod's
forgiveness of me - where shall I go?
There is only one place. The place where the
ambiguity comes to its sharpest focus. The place
where it makes absolutely no sense whatsoever to
say the words "forgive them" - and yet the place
where those two words are spoken more clearly
than ever.
The place has the shape of a skull. The shadows of
three crosses fall across the land from it. Pride, the
will to power, the greed for control have come to
their hideous climax. The One Perfect, Sinless,
Patient, Loving Person in all of human history hangs
there amid the jeers ....
I cannot believe what He is saying: "Father,
FORGIVE them .... "
It simply does not make sense -- but it does make
love ... Divine Love.
The ambiguities are not gone. They will always remain. But I can live with them now. I can live with
them because the God and Father of the crucified
Christ stands beside me in the midst of the puzzles.
No pat answers. No neat formulas. Just a God who
keeps on paying the price for David the King and for
M1ss10N
the David in each of us. ______________________
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Basic Resources for Old Testament Study
By JOHN T. WILLIS

T

he well-known neglect of
Old
Testament
studies
among Churches of Christ is
generallly
traced
back
to
Alexander Campbell's "Sermon
on the Law" preached in August
1816. The priority of the New Testament promoted in the sermon
led many Disciples generally to
avoid the Old Testament. Yet the
New Testament itself encourages
the study of the Old Testament in
admonitions such as those found
in Second Timothy 3: 14-17 and
Romans 15: 1-4.
Published works on the Old
Testament produced by those associated with the Restoration
Movement
are, unfortunately,
few. Two productive periods of
publication
arise
out
of
Restoration history. Just before the
turn of the century (1887-1899),
with J.W. McGarvey as the leader,
a
number
of
works
were
published in this field - primarily
reactions to the critical approach
adopted in the scholarly world.
The other productive period of
Old Testament study parallels the
John T. Willis, professor of Old Testament at
Abilene Christian University, was editor of the
Living Word Old Testament Commentary Series
and is the author of numerous books and articles
on the Old Testament.

rise of graduate schools in the
Restoration Movement
(about
1950) and continues to the present
day. Thus the vast majority of
resources
available
for
Old
Testament study arise from the
pens of those outside
our
movement.
While the Old Testament has
been neglected among Churches
of Christ, this segment of Scripture has been the subject of
thousands of books and articles
published on various aspects of
Old Testament study in many
modern languages. The 1982 Book
List published by The Society for
Old Testament Study includes 732
pages
of
books
(including
abstracts) published in the field in
the two or three years preceding
1982. It is clearly impossible for
anyone to procure and read everything on the subject. Because it is
impractical to attempt to become
an expert in the entire field of Old
Testament studies, scholars limit
themselves to a particular area of
research, such as the Pentateuch,
the Prophets, or the Wisdom Literature,
or to a particular
approach,
such
as
textual
criticism, historical criticism, or
biblical
archaeology.
We are
greatly indebted to those relative-

ly few courageous men and
women who have given the years
of their lives to a serious study of
the Old Testament. It is from their
work that several resources may
be suggested.

TEST, EXEGESIS,
AND CRITICISM
The generally accepted Hebrew
text is now the Biblica Hebraica
Stuttgartensia, edited by K. Elliger
(Stuttgart: WBS, 1968), and avai Iable in fascicles or the complete
edition. To aid in textual criticism
one would find helpful guidance
in D.R. Ap-Thomas, A Primer of
Old Testament Text Criticism
(Fortress, 1966) and Ernst Wurthwein, The Text of the Old
Testament, 4th ed. (Eerdmans,
1980). Important works on how to
do
Old
Testament
exegesis
include Otto Kaiser and Werner
G. Kummel, Exegetical Method: A
Student's Handbook
(Seabury,
1963); Stanley B. Marrow, Basic
Tools of Biblical Exegesis, in
Subsidia Biblica (Biblical Institute
Press, 1978); and Douglas Stuart,
Old Testament Exegesis:A Primer
for Students and Pastors (Westminster, 1980), the latter a very
helpful tool for preachers and
Bible School teachers.
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Over the past century and a
quarter, scholars have developed
several approaches to Old Testament study as new discoveries
have been made in archaeological
excavations, linguistic analyses,
comparative
literature
and
religion, and other areas. The
essays in The Old Testament in
edited
by
Modern
Research,
Herbert F. Hahn (Muhlenburg
Press, 1954), provide a fairly good
introduction to these approaches.
Other such studies include The
Old Testament and Modern Study
(Oxford, 1951), edited by H.H.
Rowley, and One Hundred Years
of Old Testament Interpretation
(Westminster,
1976), by R.E.
Clements. Recently Fortress Press
(1971 -) has published a series of
paperback
books on various
approaches to the Old Testament
which are helpful in describing
and illustrating each method;
Literary Criticism of the Old Testament by Norman Habel, Form
Critirnm of the Old Testament by
Tradition,
Gene
M.
Tucker,
History and the Old Testament by
Walter E. Rast, Textual Criticism of
the Old Testament by Ralph W.
Klein, The Old Testament and the
Historian by J. Maxwell Miller, and
The Old Testament and the Archaeologist by H. Darrell Lance. All
these
approaches
are
also
summarized in the one-volume
Interpreting
the Old Testament
(Glazier,
1981)
by
Daniel
Harrington.
In addition to these works, a few
other studies on approaches to the
Old
Testament
may
be
mentioned:
Julius Wellhausen,
Prolegomena to the History of
Ancient Israel (Meridian Books,
1957; first published in 1878), is
still the classic presentation of the
literary historical approach.
The
Growth of the Biblical Tradition by
Klaus Koch (Scribner, 1969) is a
classic work on Form Criticism;
also significant is The Forms o( Old
Testament Literature, edited by
Rolf Knierim and Gene M. Tucker
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(Eerdmans, 1981; 24 volumes are are projected); Walther Eichrodt,
Theology of the Old Testament, in
projected for this set).
The Old Testament Library, 2 vols.
On the archaeological approach
(Westminster, 1961-1967), a very
and the relevance of archaeologhelpful and insightful work; Gerical discoveries
to the Old
hard
Hasel,
Old
Testament
Testament, Keith N. Schoville's
Basic Issues in the
Biblical
Archaeology
in Focus Theology:
(Baker, 1978) provides an up- Current Debate (Eerdmans, 1972),
dated introductory survey of the which surveys the field and thus is
helpful to the beginner; Johannes
field. Other
significant works
include the following:
George Pedersen, Israel: Its Life and CulErnest Wright and Floyd Filson, ture, 4 vols. (Oxford, 1926); Gerhard von Rad, Old Testament
eds., The Westminster Historical
Theology, 2 vols. (Harper & Row,
Atlas to the Bible, revised edition
Ringgren,
(Westminster, 1956); William F. 1962-1967); Helmer
Albright, From the Stone Age to Israelite Religion (Fortress Press,
Christianity
(Doubleday,
1957), 1966); H.H. Rowley, The Faith of
and The Archaeology of Palestine Israel: Aspects of Old Testament
Thought (SCM, 1956); Roland de
(Penguin Books, 1960); Michael
Avi-Yonah, ed., Encyclopedia of Vaux, Israel: Its Life and Insti(Darton,
Longman
&
Archaeological Excavations in the tutions,
Holy Land, 4 vols. (Oxford, 1975-), Todd, 1968), a very interesting
work; George
certainly a major work; and James and illuminating
B. Pritchard, ed., Ancient Near Ernest Wright and Reginald H.
Fuller, The Book of the Acts of Cod
Eastern Texts Relating to the Old
Testament,
3rd
ed.,
with (Doubleday, 1960); and Walther
Zimmerli, Old Testament Theology
Supplement (Princeton University
(John Knox Press,
Press, 1969).
George
Ernest in Outline
Wright
and
David
Noel 1978). John Goldingay's survey,
to Old
Testament
Freedman,
eds., The Biblical Approaches
3 vols. Interpretation (lnterVarsity, 1981),
Archaeologist
Reader,
an
extensive
(Anchor Books, 1959 -), contains including
C.
and Walter
reprints of some of the most out- bibliography,
an Old
standing and relevant articles from Kaiser, Jr., Toward
Testament Theology (Zondervan,
The Biblical Archaeologist.
1978), are recent Evangelical
HISTORY AND THEOLOGY
works.
Important works on the history
INTRODUCTIONS
of Old Testament times are John
Bright, A History of Israel, 3rd ed.
The best critical introductions to
(SCM Press, 1981), a work that is the Old Testament are S.R. Driver,
basically conservative; John H. An Introduction to the Literature of
Hayes and J. Maxwell Miller, eds., the Old Testament, revised edition
Israelite and Judaean History, in (Scribner, 1913); 0. Eissfeldt, The
The
Old
Testament
Library Old Testament: An Introduction
(Westminster, 1977); and Martin
(Harper & Row, 1974 reprint; also
Noth, The History of Israel, 2nd in paperback);
Georg Fohrer,
ed. (Adam & Charles Black, 1965). Introduction to the Old Testament
(Abingdon, 1968); and Brevard
There are several significant
to the Old
studies dealing with Old Testa- Childs Introduction
ment theology. These include: G. Testament as Scripture (Fortress
Press, 1979). An appealing feature
Johannes Botterweck and Helmer
of Child's book is the extensive
Ringgren,
eds.,
Theological
up-to-date
bibliographies
on
Dictionary of the Old Testament
(Eerdmans, 1974 -; 12 volumes various Old Testament topics. The
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best conservative introductions
are R.K. Harrison, Introduction to
the Old Testament (Eerdmans,
1971); and William
Sandford
LaSor, David Allan Hubbard, and
Frederic William
Bush, Old
Testament Survey: The Message,

insights; Hermeneia
(Fortress,
1971 -); The Interpreter's Bible
(Abingdon-Cokesbury, 1952-), in
which the exposition contains
many good sermon ideas; The

Form, and Background of the Old
Testament (Eerdmans, 1982).

The

International

Critical Commentary

(Scribner, 1896 -), for the scholar;
Living

Word

Commentary

(Sweet, 1979 -), written by members of the Churches of Christ; The
New Century

Bible Commentary

(Eerdmans, 1971 -; paperback),
with many excellent insights; The
Commentary
Since the 1870's there has been New International
a proliferation of commentaries on on the Old Testament (Eerdmans,
the Old Testament. These may be 1955-), basically conservative, exThe
Tyndale
Old
divided into three large categories: cellent;
(Tynone-volume commentaries, sets of Testament Commentaries
1967
; available
in
commentaries, and commentaries dale,
paperback), basically conservaon individual books.
Included
among
the one- tive; and Word Biblical Commenvolume commentaries are The tary (Word, 1982 -), a new series,
the first three volumes of which
New
Bible
Commentary
(Eerdmans, 1953; third edition are excellent.
1970), which is solid conservative
In addition to these, many good
work; Peake's Commentary on the one-volume
commentaries
on
(Thomas Nelson,
1967 various Old Testament books have
Bible
reprint);
The Jerome
Biblical
been published. Only a sampling
Commentary
(Prentice-Hall, are listed here following the order
1968), an excellent work by in which the biblical books appear
Roman
Catholic
scholars, in the English Bible: on Genesis:
considering the limitations of Julian Morgenstern, The Book of
space; and The Interpreter's One- Genesis: A Jewish Interpretation
Volume Commentary on the Bible (Schocken, 1965; first published in
(William Collins, 1972).
1919), a very good work on
Sets of commentaries on the Old religious truths; on Judges: C.F.
Testament
are
especially Burney, The Book of Judges, 2nd
numerous, many of them quite ed. (Rivingtons, 1930; reprinted by
competent,
thought-provoking,
KTAV in New York, 1970), for the
and spiritually uplifting. However, scholar, on 1 and 2 Samuel: S.R.
since a number
of authors Driver, Notes on the Hebrew Text
contribute to each set, the quality and the Topography of the Books
and nature of commentaries on of
Samuel,
second
edition
various books within sets differ. (Oxford, 1913), a work more
Here only representative com- suitable for the scholar; on Job:
mentary sets may be mentioned.
Andrew Blackwood, Devotional
These are given in alphabetical Introduction to Job (Baker, 1959),
order for convenience:
with
many excellent
sermon
The Anchor Bible (Doubleday,
ideas; on Psalms: Elmer A. Leslie,
1964-); The Broadman Bible Com- The Psalms (Abingdon,
1949;
mentary
(Broadman, 1970 -), available in paperback), with
which is basically conservative; many
excellent
insights; on
The Cambridge Bible for Schools Ecclesiastes: Robert Gordis, Kohe/and
Colleges
(Cambridge eth: The Man and His World, 3rd
University, 1882 -), an old work ed. (Schocken, 1968; available in
but one with many excellent paperback); on Isiah: William L.

COMMENTARIES

Holladay,

Isaiah: Scroll of a
Heritage
(Eerdmans,
1978); James M. Ward, Amos &
Isaiah (Abingdon,
1969); on
Daniel: Edward J. Young, The
Prophecy of Daniel: A Commentary (Eerdmans, 1953); on Hosea:
James M. Ward, Hosea: A Theo(Harper &
logical Commentary
Row, 1966); and on Amos: John
D.W. Watts, Vision and Prophecy
in Amos (Eerdmans, 1958), which
Prophetic

contains many good insights.
Terence E. Fretheim' s article
"Old Testament Commentaries:
Their Selection and Use," in
Interpretation 36 (October, 1982),
may be a helpful guide to selecting
current commentaries.

SPECIFICSECTIONSOF THE
OLD TESTAMENT
Many books and articles have
been written on specific blocks of
material in the Old Testament that is, on the Pentateuch, the
Historical Books, the Prophets,
the Psalms, the Wisdom Literature, and Apocalyptic Literature.
The Society for Old Testament
Study in the British Isles has published four volumes since 1925
surveying trends in scholarship in
these various areas: The People
and the Book (1925), edited by
A.S. Peake; Record and Revelation (1938), edited by H. Wheeler
Robinson; The Old Testament and
Modern Study (1951), edited by
G.W. Anderson, all published by
the Clarendon Press in Oxford. In
addition, some of the more outstanding books in each of these
areas may be noted: (a) Pentateuch: Umberton Cassuto, The
Documentary Hypothesis and the
Composition of the Pentateuch

(Magnes Press, 1961); and Kenneth
A. Kitchen, Ancient Orient and Old
Testament (lnterVarsity, 1978; first
published in 1966), a work easy to
read, conservative, and very helpful; (b) Historical Books: Edwin R.
Thiele, The Mysterious Numbers of
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Frequently, articles are collectd
the Hebrew Kings.·A Reconstruction
of the Chronology of the Kingdoms into books so that they can be
of Israel and Judah, 2nd ed. made more easily accessible to
(Eerdmans, 1965), a classic work
on this subject; (c) The Prophets:
Martin Buber, The Prophetic Faith
(Harper & Row, 1949); Hobart E.
Freeman, An Introduction to the
Old Testament Prophets (Moody,
1968);
Johannes
Lindblom,
Prophecy

in

Ancient

Israel

(Fortress, 1963), a classic work in
this field; and R.B.Y. Scott, The
Relevance of the Prophets, rev.
ed. (Macmillan, 1968; first published in 1944), a very readable
and helpful work; (d) Wisdom
Literature: James L. Crenshaw,
Old Testament Wisdom: An Introduction (John Knox, 1981); and
R.B.Y. Scott, The Relevance of the
Prophets, rev. ed. (Macmillan,

1971), an illuminating

work;

(e)

Apocalyptic
Literature:
Paul D.
Hanson, The Dawn of Apocalyptic (Fortress, 1975); H.H. Rowley, The Relevance of Apocalyptic,

rev. ed. (Association, 1963); and
D.S. Russell, The Method and
Message of Jewish Apocalyptic,
200 B.C. - A.O. 100 (Westminster,

interested readers. To cite only
one example, several essays of
H.H. Rowley have been collected in three books: From Moses to
Qumran (Association, 1963); Men
of God (Association, 1963); and
The Servant of the Lord and Other
Essays on the Old Testament

(Blackwell, 1965; first pubnlished
(Blackwell, 1965; first published in
1952). Since such works contain a
wide variety of subjects, the
student must consult bibliographical lists for quick identification.
For many decades it has been
common for scholars to honor a
teacher or a colleague with a book
dedicated on a birthday (such as
the sixty-fifth or seventieth birthday) or some other significant
occasion (such as retirement). The
term given to such a work is
Festschrift,
a German
work
meaning "a publication honoring
a person." One example of such a
volume is near Eastern Studies in
honor of William Foxwell Albright,

edited by Hans Goedicke (Johns
Hopkins
Press, 1971).
Like
volumes of collected works, such
books also contain articles on very
diverse subjects, so that again it is
JOURNALS,COLLECTED
WORKS,AND FESTSCHRIFTS wise to consult bibliographies to
find relevant material on a subject
Numerous journals carry articles being researced.
which pertain to Old Testament
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
studies. Some of the major
AND SOURCES
journals which will help one stay
current on Old Testament issues
In addition to the previously
are Biblica, Biblical Archaeologist,
Bulletin of the American Schools of cited Book List published by The
Society for Old Testament Study,
Oriental Research, The Catholic
Biblical Quarterly, The Expository Brevard S. Child's popular Old
1964).

Times, Interpretation,
Journal of
Biblical
Literature,
Restoration
Quarterly,
Vetus Testamentum,
and
Zeitschrift
fur
die
alttestamentliche Wissenschaft.
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Testament Books for Pastor and
Teacher (Westminster, 1977), is a

book-length attempt to accomplish what this brief article
struggles to do. More in-depth

research will call for the use of the
Index
to
Religious
Periodical
Literature published semi-annually

since 1949 by the American Theological Library Association. The
index now includes an index to
Festschrifts. The most complete
bibliography available on both
books and articles is the Elenchus
Bib/iographicus Biblicus, begun in
1920 and published annually by
thePontifical Biblical Institute in
Rome. Formerly part of the journal
Bib/ica, the current Elenchus is
bound separately. Theologische
Rundschau, begun in 1935, is
published quarterly
by J.C.B.
Mohr (Paul Siebeck) in Tubingen,
Germany.
Various supply houses carry Old
Testament
publications.
The
Hebrew text can be ordered from
the American Bible Society (P.O.
Box 5656, Grand Central Station,
New York, NY) by asking for their
Catalog of the Holy Scriptures in
Ancient
Languages, Translators'
Tools, and Helps. A yearly fee will

obtain the catalogs of Eisenbrauns
(P.O. Box 275, Winona Lake,
Indiana 46590), a bookhouse that
specializes in Old Testament and
the ancient Near East.
In the course of writing this
article, one of the most painful
tasks has been to omit so much
good and relevant material. It has
been necessary to exclude many
important areas of study, e.g.,
Inspiration
and
Revelation,
Canon, Ethics, the Old Testament
and Science, Old Testament
Poetry, and the Ebia tablets,
However, I hope that those areas
which have been mentioned and
those pieces of literature which
have been suggested will be useful
to the readers and will lead them
into other realms of personal
research and study.
----------
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Love Bill Consider The Lilies .......

Volume 16, 1982-83
ARTICLES,
________________

_

Agee, Marie, Robert Clark, Ellie Evans,and
Roger McCown, Crisis in Guatemala ..................
Allen, Leonard, (see books) ..........................
Arnold, Haldon, From Where I Sit. ....................
Brown, Dale, Mrs. Kelly .. ....•........................
Buckner, Wilma C., Cactus Plants, Underwear,
and "Love Lifted Me" ..............................
Further Words From the Pew .... ....................
Carr, George, Those Shifting, Singing Psalms.....
Chalk, John Allen, Where Have All The
Prophets Cone? ....................................

.................
Sept: 15
..................
Aug: 14
wh'en the Church Is Sinless.. ........................
Oct: 20
Magno, Josefina, M.D., The Hospice Concept
of Care ..........................................
Feb: 3
Mar: 20, Feb: 22
Marlowe, Herbert A., (see books) ..............
Mar: 5
Martin, William, Gifts From My Father ..................
Christians and Their Families .....

INDEX

July: 8
Nov: 19
Oct: 13
Mar: 4

.......

Cheaney, Janie B., (see books) ........................
Chester, Ray F., The Christian as an Instrument

Oct: 11
Nov: 17
Aug: 10
June: 8
Dec: 21

Feb: 14
of Peace . .........................................
April: 19
Chowning, Richard, Our Uses of History ...............
Clark, Robert, Marie Agee, Ellie Evans, and
............
July: 8
Roger McCown, Crisis in Guatemala ......
.... April: 5
Cotham, Perry C., What Does Watching Mean? ......
.............
Jan: 9
Cox, Billy Ray, The Establishment. .........
Durhan, Ron, The Church in the '80s: Does
July: 19
Anybody Want What We Have? . .....................
Looking Back At The 'Me Decade' .. ..................
April: 8
July: 3
Evans, Dwain, Introducing Our New Editor .. ............
Evans, Ellie, Marie Agee, Robert Clark, and
July: 8
Roger McCown, Crisis in Guatemala .... ..............
Feb: 8
Fisher, Tadd, On Being A Friend ... .....................
Foreman, Robin, (see books) .........................
Mar: 21
Getting Hooked Into A "Person to Person"
Journey

(Name Withheld by Request).......................
...........
Goodspeed, Henry, Accepting Others ........
Reminders . ......................................

Hall, Michael, Disinterring Our Raison D'etre ... .........
Harrison, Richard L., (see books) .....................
Hauptli, Mark, Why I Want To Be A Minister ............
Havens, Bruce A., Celebration . ......................
Why I Want To Be A Minister . .......................
Holland, Wilma, My View From the Pew .. ..............
Holley, Bobbie Lee, From Past to Future: An
Ongoing Enterprise .................
...............

Mar: 9
Feb: 9
Sept: 14
Jan: 16
April: 12
Feb: 20
May: 14
Oct: 19
Oct: 9
July: 4

The JourneyThe Mission . ..........................
July: 5
The Theology of Experience . .........................
Mar: 3
Women In/And the Church ..........................
Nov: 3
Holley, Edward G., Preserving Our Heritage: The
Jan: 3
Disciples of Christ Historical Society . .................
July: 4
Hughes, Richard T., Farewell, Etc .......................
Finding Meaning In An Age of Despair ... .............
July: 16
July: 21
Hunter, Victor L., Shall Death Prevail? ..................
lndermill, Gerry E., How I Want to be Treated
By My Husband ..................................
Nov: 8
May: 10
James, Larry, Christ on the Street. .....................
May: 7
Johnson, Phillip, A Reflection on Discipleship ..... .......
Hosts and Guests .................................
April: 10
Jesus: Superman of Son of Man (I) . ...................
Dec: 13
Jesus: Superman or Son of Man (II) ....................
Jan: 19
Ketcherside, W. Carl, The Knock at the Door ............
Mar: 14
Life in the Spirit . ...................................
April: 8
The Movement That Stopped ... ......................
Jan: 7
Lahr, John, A Common Bond . ... A Common Joy .... .... May: 3
Lawrence, John Shelton, Time For a 'Freeze' on
Feb: 18
Video Death Games..............................
Lindsey, Nancy Mitchum, A Realistic Perspective:
Possible Problems and Critical Choices for Aged

McCown, Roger, Marie Agee, Robert Clark, and
Ellie Evans, Crisis in Guatemala .......................
Meador, Prentice A., Jr., Batsell Barrett Baxter A Personal Memory . .............................

Mercer, Bert, The Ministry of the Kiss. .................
Mitchell, Lynn, A Report: The Annual Meeting of
the Mission Board ofTrustees. The Annual
Reader's Seminar ..... : ..........................
Getting On With It ................................
Ms. M, A Baptism . ...................................
The Divorce ......................................
Myers, Nancy, Where is the Meaning ...................
Osborne, Roy F., On Preaching .... ....................
Spiritual Maladies . .................................

Parks, Norman, (see books) ...........................
Prout, Elmer, Forgiveness . ...........................
Randolph, Robert M., To Earn Death . .................
Reagan, Wesley C., The Agony and Ecstasy of
Preaching .................

.......................

Rector, Larry, The Greatest Commandment. ............
Roberts, R.L., (see books) ...........................
Scott, Jack, Coping Measures In The Church
of Christ . .......................................

Seymour, Robert E., Does Cod Play Favorites? .... ........
Smallwood, Martha, Return to Beersheba .. .............
Snavely, Gary, Did Jonah Die? . .......................
Spidell, Steven, The Myth of Preaching ... ...............
Talbert, Betty W., Contemplation in the Spirituality
of Henri Nouwen .................................
Women and Religious Leadership: A Survey of
the Biblical Backgrounds (I) ........................
Women in the New Testament (JI) ...................
Thurston, Bonnie Bowman, Christian Meditation:
The Welcome of His Spirit. ... ......................
Prophetic Patterns in Cry, The Beloved Country ... ......
Thurston, Brad, The Need of a Cultural
Translator . .....................................
Treat, Jay Curry, Two Standards for
Measuring Rules . ................................
Walden, Mary Lou, The Pew Speaks Out . ...............
.....
Ward, Roy Bowen, Global Issues for the '80s .......
Watson, Bill, Linda Weeks Watson, Litany of
Celebration ... ...................................

Webb, Henry E., (see books) .........................
Willbern, Roy, Something More ......................
Wood hall, Angela, This Is a Hold-up .... ................
FICTION ________________
Boyd, Jack, Seph, The Cutter of Wood ..
Lawrence, John Shelton, Jesus Christ and

July: 8
Aug: 15
May: 10

Sept: 12
. July: 10

Sept: 9
Mar: 17
Sept: 7
Oct: 8
Oct: 16
Jan: 23
June: 16
Nov: 18
Oct: 6
Ma_y:11
April: 12
Jan: 10
Dec: 7
Feb: 11
Sept: 18
Oct: 4
Aug: 3
Nov: 4
Dec: 17
Aug: 6
June: 6
June: 13
Jan: 12
Oct: 14
July: 14
Jan: 6
April: 12
Nov: 14
Nov: 9
_

............

Atari Boy . .......................................

POETRY________________
Brown, Dale, When Nonsense Came Into Vogue........
Buckner, Wilma, The Gift of Words .... ................
Diener, Ernst, A Prayer From the Valleys ... ..............
Holley, Jens, A Prayer For Now ........................
A Triad of Gifts .. ..................................

Holley, Peggy S., The Family Tree . ....................

Dec: 4
Sept: 3
_
Sept: 19
Mar: 12
Mar: 1
Feb: 21
Aug: 12
Nov: 11

continued on page 72
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If you don't subscribe to Mission
Journal already, here's what you're
• •
m1ss1ng.

In the months ahead, Mission Journal will feature the
following articles:

• Ruffled Feathers
• Latter-Day Thoughts of a Dying Straddler
• American Assassins and Mass Murderers:
Saints for a Civil Religion of Death
• Worship, Service, and the Christian Assembly
• The Shock of Recognition
• Congregational Integrity
• That the Bored May Believe

We ask our readers to recommend Mission Journal to your
friends. Send names on the enclosed card and we will
send a sample copy to each one.

JOURNAL
1508 Ephesus Church Road• Chapel Hill, .North Carolina 27514

